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A brief account of the life and research activities of Julius Planer is presented. Professor Planer is a scientist
who lived one and half century ago. However, his studies, in particular, during the years when he headed
Department of Anatomy at Universität in Lemberg, nowadays known as the Ivan Franko National University of
Lviv in Ukraine, were essential to a modern understanding of liquid crystals. While working at Lviv University,
Planer also made several landmark contributions to biomedical science.
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Julius Planer is an outstanding scientist who greatly contributed to modern understanding
of liquid crystals as well as malaria. Unfortunately, we do not know much of his biography. The
present note, to the best of our knowledge, is the first attempt to introduce this fellow-man to
a wide audience of a condensed matter community as well as to those who are interested in
the history of science. Julius Planer (Julius Planer von Plan) was born on August 13, 1827 in
Vienna, Austria, where he obtained medical education and started his work in a famous Viennese
pathologico-anatomical school. In particular, from 1845 till 1849 he attended Medical faculty of
Vienna University and later during years 1850–1854 he took position of the first assistant of Prof.
Carl von Rokitansky1 in Vienna [1, 2]. In 1951 Julius Planer obtained the title of Professor of
Anatomy and Physiology. During this period, his first known scientific works were published [3, 4].

Figure 1. The bas-relief of Prof. Planer at University of Graz taken from [5].

In 1855 Julius Planer came to Lviv2 where during 1855–1863 he headed the Department of
Anatomy at University in Lviv [6]. The Lviv University has a long history dating back to 1661 and
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Rokitansky is a founder of Viennese pathologico-anatomical school.
of Lviv was known as Lemberg in Austrian Empire.
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the details on this can be found elsewhere [7]. Since 1851 until 1891, i. e. the years that include
the time period when Julius Planer stayed in Lviv, University was located in the only building at
Mykolai Street, now Hrushevskyy Street, 4 (see the photography in figure 2).

Figure 2. Photography of Mykolai Street in Lviv, dated around 1860s, with University building
on the left.

One of the faculties of the Lviv University at that time was Medical Faculty, which existed since
1784. From 1851 till 1875, the medical school was represented as Medical-Surgical Institute, which
included the Department of Anatomy headed by Prof. Planer. During that time two remaining
papers [8, 9] known to be written by Planer were published.
In 1863 Julius Planer moved from Lviv to the city of Graz, now Republic of Austria, where from
1863 till 1881 he headed Chair of Department of Anatomy at Medical Faculty of the University of
Graz. During years 1865-1876, Planer was several times reelected the Dean of the Medical Faculty
at the same University, since, according to the University rules the Dean could be elected for the
term of one year only. Professor Julius Planer died in Graz on 25th of July of 1881.
Scientific interests of Prof. Planer mainly included descriptive and topographical anatomy. He
founded Museum of pathological-anatomy at Lviv University as well as enriched physiological and
anatomical collections of the University. While working at Lviv University, in 1861 Planer also
published a paper [9] in which he reported, as it was realized later, whatever first observation of
the thermotropic liquid crystal state and isotropic/nematic phase behavior (see also the English
translation of this article by Planer in present issue), acknowledged in many textbooks.
Another important Prof. Planer’s study was on the occurrence of pigment granules in the blood,
particularly in their relation to the course of intermittent fever [3, 8]. It is worth commenting that
at that time the cause of malaria was unknown, relationship of pigment to the parasite was established in 1880, when the French physician Charles Louis Alphonse Laveran, observed pigmented
parasites inside the red blood cells of people suffering from malaria. He witnessed the events of
exflagellation and became convinced that the moving flagellae were parasitic microorganisms. Laveran was awarded the 1907 Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine “in recognition of his work on
the role played by protozoa in causing diseases” [10]. And thus, based on our current knowledge of
plasmodium life cycle [11], we can suppose that both Rudolf Virchow in 1847 [12], Johann Meckel
in 1948 [13], and Julius Planer in 1854 [3] were describing an asexually reproducing plasmodia inside red blood cells – the causative agent of malaria (which they referred to as intermittent fever)
without recognizing it.
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Other well known papers authored by Prof. Planer are devoted to patho-anatomical study [4]
and to the study of gases in biological fluids [8]. The life of Julius Planer is a wonderful example
of a human genius that can greatly contribute to the development of science as a whole, without
limiting oneself to a particular field of research.
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Короткий огляд життєвого шляху та наукової дiяльностi
Юлiуса Планера
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Представлено короткий огляд життєвого шляху та наукової дiяльностi Юлiуса Планера. Професор
Планер жив пiвтора сторiччя тому, проте його науковi дослiдження, зокрема, протягом часу коли вiн
очолював кафедру анатомiї Львiвського унiверситету (зараз Львiвський нацiональний унiверситет
iменi Iвана Франка) стали визначальними на шляху сучасного розумiння рiдких кристалiв. Працюючи
у Львiвському унiверситетi, Планер також зробив кiлька значних вiдкриттiв у бiомедичнiй галузi.
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